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Abstract. The primary object of this paper is to show that if

T is a left invertible operator with a left inverse T¡ and if there

exists an operator S such that r*=51£i5and 0 £ c\(fV(S)), then

T is similar to an isometry.

An operator £ (a bounded linear transformation) on a Hubert space

H is called an isometry if £*£=/, that is, if there exists a left inverse

£, of £ such that £* = £,. A unitary operator is called cramped if and

only if its spectrum is contained in an arc of the unit circle with central

angle less than 7r • a(T), tt00(T), ox(f), cl(lV(T)) and r(T) will denote the

spectrum, the set of isolated points of o(T) that are eigenvalues of finite

multiplicity, the left essential spectrum, the closure of the numerical range,

and the spectral radius of £, respectively.

Before stating results we remark that these results are similar to those

obtained by Williams [4].

In [3] U. N. Singh and Kanta Mangla proved that if £ is an invertible

operator and if there exist an operator S such that T*=S~1T~1S and

0$cl(W(Sj), then £ is similar to a unitary operator. This leads to the

following generalization.

Theorem 1. If T is a left invertible operator with a left inverse £, and

if there exists an operator S such that T* = S~lTxS and 0 ^ cl(W{S))

then T is similar to an isometry.

Proof. Since 0 <£ cl(W/(5)), 0 can be separated from cliWiS)) by a

half plane. If necessary, we may replace S by Se'e for suitable 0, so that

this half plane lies strictly on the right of the imaginary axis. Let A =

(5+5*/2); then A is positive and invertible. Let A112 denote the positive

square root of A. Then A112 is invertible. Now

TxATt = UTxSTf + TXS*T*)
= UST*T* + TXTS*) = |(S + S*) = A.
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Thus

(1) TyAT* = A.

Let B=AU2Ty*A~1/2. Then

B*B = (A1/2Ty*A-1/2)*(A1/2Ty*A-1/2) = A-1/2(TyATy*)A-1/2.

Using (1) we get B*B=I. Since

B = A1/*(!S*-1TS*)A-in = (S*A^/2)~1T(S*A^/2),

T is similar to an isometry.

The preceding theorem may not be true if S is merely invertible, and

it does not satisfy the condition 0 cf cl(W(S)). This can be seen by the

following

Example 1. Let H be a two-dimensional Hubert space and T be

an operator on H with the matrix

-2i/2      { -

_ 1      21/2_ '

Now if S is the invertible operator with the matrix [J _?] then T* =

S,-1r_1S. However, T cannot be similar to an isometry as its spectrum

does not lie in the unit disc.

The following is the converse to Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. If T is similar to an isometry, then T has a left inverse Ty

satisfying T*=S~xTyS for some operator S with 0 $ cl(WiS)).

Proof. Our hypothesis implies the existence of an invertible operator

R such that R^TR is an isometry. If we put S=RR*, then 0 <£ cl( W(S)) and

T1=ST*S~1 is a left inverse of T.

Our next result shows that a suitable restriction on T in Theorem 1

guarantees T to be an isometry.

Theorem 3. Let T be a left invertible normaloid operator satisfying

the hypothesis of Theorem I. If Ty is also normaloid then T is an isometry.

Proof. By Theorem 1, T and Ty are similar to an isometry and coisom-

etry respectively. Consequently, r(T)=l and r(7\)=l. Since T and 7\

are normaloid, ||T|| = 1 and 11^11 = 1. Then for any x in H, ||jc|| = || 7^7"jc|| _=

|| T;c|| ̂  11*11. Thus || 7jc|1 = ||*|| for every * in H, which shows that T is an

isometry.

If Ty is not normaloid in Theorem 3, then T may not be an isometry.

We sketch the following example to illustrate this point.
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Example 2. Let {e,-},™i be an orthonormal basis for H. Define £

as follows: Tex = \e2 and Ten=en+X for nj±l. Then £ is a left invertible

operator with left inverse Tx defined as follows: Txex=0, Txe2=2ex and

Txen = en_x for all n#l and «5^2. Clearly £ is normaloid. Since ||£,||=2

and r{Tx)= 1, Tx is not normaloid. Also it can be seen that £ is not an

isometry. However, if 5" is a diagonal operator with diagonal {J, 1,1,

1, • • •}, then T*=S~1T1S and 0 £ c\(W(S)).

Theorem 4. Let T be a left invertible operator with the right-handed

polar decomposition UP, where U is an isometry and P is positive and in-

vertible. Let Tx be the left inverse of T with the left-handed polar decom-

position £_1£/*. If, for a cramped unitary operator V, T*=V*TXV, then

T is an isometry.

Proof.    By our hypothesis,

T* = PU* = V*iP~W*)V= (V*P~lV)(V*U*V).

Then the uniqueness of the right-handed polar decomposition yields

p—y*p-iy since V is cramped, by Theorem 3, P turns out to be a

unitary operator. This, together with the positiveness of £, gives £=/;

thus £=[/. This proves the theorem.

The following result proved in [3] with different technique is an easy

consequence of the preceding theorem.

Corollary. If T is an invertible operator such that T* = V* £_1 V

and V is a cramped unitary operator, then T is unitary.

Our next theorem can be regarded as an extension of Theorem 1.

Theorem 5. Let T be a left invertible operator with a left inverse £,.

If there exists an operator S such that T*=S~1TXS, 0 $ c\(W(S)) and

p is a nonnegative integer, then o-(£) lies in the unit disc.

Proof. To prove the theorem, it will suffice to show that the nonzero

points of the boundary, doTT), of oiT) lie on the unit circle. Let X be

a nonzero point of 5<r(£). Since da{T) is contained in the approximate

point spectrum of £, we can choose a sequence {xn} of unit vectors such

that \\(T-X)xJ->0 and so \\iTx-X-^xJ^O. Then

K*- - ^XS-1*», *»>l = \((T* - S^TIS -X* + r")S-'x„, x„)|

= |<(T* - X^S-'x«, xn) - {S-\T\ - XT*)x„,xn)\

= \(s-lx„, (T - x)xn) - ((T? - r*K, s*-1*«)!

= US"1!! II(T - X)xJ + US"1!! II(T? - X-')xJ.
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Since WiTy-X-^xJ^-O, \\(T^-X-")xJ^-0 and hence

|(A-»-A*><S^x„,x„>|-0.

Now 0^01(^(5)) implies 0 <£ cl(W(S~1)). Therefore X~V=X*. As X is

nonzero, we get |A| = 1.

Although Theorem 5 is an extension of Theorem 1, it does not generalize

it, for if p=l, the conclusion of the theorem cannot say whether T is

similar to an isometry. However, we have

Theorem 6. Let T be a left invertible operator with a left inverse Ty.

If there exists a selfadjoint operator S such  that  T* = S~1TyS where

0 $ cl(tV(S)) andp is a nonnegative integer, then T is similar to an isometry.

Proof. For/?=l, the result follows from Theorem 1. Therefore, let

us assume that p^\. By our hypothesis, S is positive and invertible.

Let SV2 be the positive square root of S. Clearly S172 is invertible. If we

write A and B respectively for s-1/2TS,/2 and S-l,2TySV2, then B will

be a left inverse of A and A* = BV. Therefore A*A = Bv~l. This shows that

Bv~x is invertible. Sincep^ 1, we conclude from the invertibifity of B"^ that

B is invertible. Thus A* = A~P. Now one can easily see that A is normal

and hence ||/4|l = ||/i-''|| = ||/l-1||p. It follows from Theorem 5 that a(T)

and hence o(A) lies in the unit disc.  In consequence,  ||/1|| = 1. Thus

1 = ||y4||==||/4-1||. These conditions imply that A is unitary as in the proof

of Theorem 3. This finishes the proof of our theorem.

In an attempt to generalize Theorem 3, we have

Theorem 7. Let T be a left invertible contraction with a left inverse Ty.

If Ty is normaloid and if 7* = S-171'7l*,'2S', 0 <£ c\(W(S)), and px,p2 are

nonnegative integers, then T is an isometry.

Proof. Since Ty is normaloid, there exists X e o(Ty) such that

1^1 = 117^11. Then there exists a sequence {*„} of unit vectors such that

\\iTy-X)xn\\->$. It is easy to show that \\(Ty-X*)xn\\^0 and hence

||(T* — A*_1)*J|—»-0. As argued before, it can be shown that X*~l =

X"iX*rK As X^O, we have 1 =|A| = ||T1||. Now by our hypothesis ||T||<

1 ; thus 7 is an isometry.

Our final result is parallel to Theorem 1.1 proved in [1].

Theorem 8. If T is a left invertible operator with left inverse Ty and

if T* = S~lTyS+K, 0 $ c\(W(S)), p is a nonnegative integer and K is a

compact operator, then the following assertions hold:

' - If^ooiT)— 0 > men a(T) nes m me umt disc.

2. The set of all points of o(T) lying outside the unit disc is finite or

countable.
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Proof. 1. Since drj(£)ç o-^T)Ut,-00(£) [2] and ttoo(£)=0, then

do-(£)Ço-,(£). Let A be a nonzero complex number in doCT). Then by the

definition of <r1(£), we find a sequence {xn} of unit vectors having the

property that x„—>-0 weakly and ||(£— A)xJ| —>0. Since K* is compact,

xn—"0 weakly implies that ||.rv*;cn||->-0. By a slight modification in the

proof of Theorem 5, it can be shown that |A| = 1. This completes the proof

of the first assertion.

2. Since 7r00(£) is finite or countable and axit) lies in the unit disc,

as can be seen from the proof of the first assertion, it follows that a finite

or countable number of points of do{T) will be outside the unit disc and

so the second assertion follows.

Remark. Ifp=l in Theorem 8, then Twill be similar to the sum of an

isometry and a compact operator and hence the first assertion and the

second one will follow. To see this, use the argument applied in the proof

of Theorem 1 to show that B*B=I+K where B is an operator defined in

Theorem 1 and Kis a compact one. Since B= UP, where U is an isometry

and P=iB*B)1,2 = I+ compact operator, we conclude that B is the sum of

an isometry and a compact operator. This shows that £ is similar to

the sum of an isometry and a compact operator.

The author wishes to thank Dr. B. S. Yadav and also the referee for

their suggestions of improvements over the original text of the paper.
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